28th May 2022
O2 Broking A/S have employed Lars Panduro
O2 Broking A/S have gradually grown our activities since the establishment in 2016 and
the Lloyd’s broker approval in 2020.
Despite the severe impacts of both Brexit and Covid-19 we have successfully expanded our
client base and portfolio, and 2021 was yet a new successful year.
Historically local insurance brokers have travelled to London to transact specialised
insurance risks into Lloyd’s of London. As a result of Brexit UK based brokers cannot trade
into EU, but Lloyd’s Insurance Company in Brussels can still support the local market in EU,
with the specialised insurance solutions. As a locally licensed broker with approval as
Lloyd’s broker O2 Broking A/S is well placed to support the local market with these
placements.
With the world opening up after Covid-19 we will now be able to do more active marketing
in the Scandinavian market, and we have therefore expanded our team with a new broker.
Lars Panduro will join us as insurance broker with the responsibility for developing our
relations in the Scandinavian broker market, and assist local brokers with the placements
of specialised risks into the international insurance market and especially Lloyd’s
Insurance Company in Brussels.
Lars Panduro have 21 years’ experience in the insurance industry, and he has been a
qualified broker since 2010 and have significant experience in the local insurance market.
In his new role Lars Panduro will be using his local experience and the international
network of O2 Broking A/S as Lloyd’s broker to solve the difficult or large risk placements
for the local markets.
We are happy to welcome Lars to our team and we are looking forward to a successful
future together.
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